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Introduction and MotivationIntroduction and Motivation

MEID is adopted in Rev. D as a mandatory feature for MEID is adopted in Rev. D as a mandatory feature for 
both the BS and the MSboth the BS and the MS

ESN may be exhausted before Rev. D is fully ESN may be exhausted before Rev. D is fully 
implementedimplemented

LGE has been conducted IOT testing with several LGE has been conducted IOT testing with several 
carriers and network providers measuring the intercarriers and network providers measuring the inter--
operability and the collision probabilityoperability and the collision probability
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Introduction and Motivation (ContIntroduction and Motivation (Cont’’))

Currently proposed solution is to implement MEID to Currently proposed solution is to implement MEID to 
the Prethe Pre--Rev. D Systems and Mobile Stations with Rev. D Systems and Mobile Stations with 
pseudopseudo--ESN generation capability, which deemed to ESN generation capability, which deemed to 
have inherent collision issueshave inherent collision issues

In this contribution, LGE is proposing an alternative In this contribution, LGE is proposing an alternative 
way, to minimize possible collision scenarios, which way, to minimize possible collision scenarios, which 
might be used before the Rev. D is fully deployedmight be used before the Rev. D is fully deployed
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ESNESN

ESN is a 32ESN is a 32--bit unique identifier given to the Mobile bit unique identifier given to the Mobile 
StationStation

The 8 The 8 MSBsMSBs of the ESN is Manufacturer Code Part of the ESN is Manufacturer Code Part 
and 24 and 24 LSBsLSBs of the ESN is Serial Numberof the ESN is Serial Number

The 8The 8--bit Manufacturer Code is assigned by TIAbit Manufacturer Code is assigned by TIA
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PLCMPLCM
3232--bit ESN is used in many parts of the cdma2000 bit ESN is used in many parts of the cdma2000 
specificationsspecifications

RN_HASH_KEYS Generation
Assigning the last 4-digit of IMSI_M and IMSI_T using ESN when 
they are not configured
AUTH_SIGNATURE input parameters
ESN based PLCM (PLCM_TYPE = ‘0000’)
Pseudo Random Number Generation – used in timer based 
registration
ESN in Status/Status Response/Extended Status Response Message
LAC Header

The most important reason why the ESN should be The most important reason why the ESN should be 
unique is because the ESN is used in generating the unique is because the ESN is used in generating the 
PLCM PLCM 
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PLCM (ContPLCM (Cont’’))

Public Long Code Mask given PLCM_37

When the PLCM_TYPE When the PLCM_TYPE ‘‘00000000’’ which is ESNwhich is ESN--based based 
PLCM is used, the 32PLCM is used, the 32--bit permuted ESN is put into bit permuted ESN is put into 
the M0 ~ M31 of the PLCM and M36~M32 is set to the M0 ~ M31 of the PLCM and M36~M32 is set to 
‘‘1100011000’’

Currently, Currently, ’’10xxx10xxx’’ and and ’’01xxx01xxx’’ is not used for is not used for 
M36~M32 of the PLCM, where M36~M32 of the PLCM, where ‘‘xx’’ can be either can be either ‘‘00’’ or or 
‘‘11’’
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Proposed SolutionProposed Solution

In addition to 32In addition to 32--bit ESN, 4 more bits shall be bit ESN, 4 more bits shall be 
assigned by TIA. The TIA can assign the 4 bits assigned by TIA. The TIA can assign the 4 bits 
sequentially. For example, when sequentially. For example, when ‘‘00000000’’ and all 8and all 8--bit bit 
MFCsMFCs are exhausted, then assign are exhausted, then assign ‘‘00010001’’ and 8and 8--bit bit 
MFCsMFCs

The Mobile Station shall store the 4 more bits in its The Mobile Station shall store the 4 more bits in its 
permanent memorypermanent memory

The Mobile Station lets the BS know that it is capable The Mobile Station lets the BS know that it is capable 
of Eof E22SN by using the Station Class Mark. Some SN by using the Station Class Mark. Some 
reserved values of SCM can be used.reserved values of SCM can be used.
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Proposed Solution (ContProposed Solution (Cont’’))

The EThe E22SN capable MS and BS generates the PLCM SN capable MS and BS generates the PLCM 
using the following rules:using the following rules:

Set P41~P37 to ‘11000’
Set P36~P32 to the value read from the mapping table
Set P31~P0 to the permuted-ESN

When the EWhen the E22SN capable MS communicates with NonSN capable MS communicates with Non--
EE22SN capable BS, it just uses the ESN in the PLCM. SN capable BS, it just uses the ESN in the PLCM. 
In this case, there may be a collision in the PLCM. In this case, there may be a collision in the PLCM. 
However, the probability is very small.However, the probability is very small.
The probability of collision when only The probability of collision when only ‘‘00000000’’ is used is used 
is 1/4294967296 and when additionally is 1/4294967296 and when additionally ‘‘00010001’’ is used, is used, 
it is 2/4294967296 and when n of 16 values are used, it is 2/4294967296 and when n of 16 values are used, 
it is n/4294967296it is n/4294967296
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Proposed Solution (ContProposed Solution (Cont’’))
One example of the mapping tableOne example of the mapping table

4 additional bits M36~M32

0000 01000

0001 01001

0010 01010

0011 01011

0100 01100

0101 01101

0110 01110

0111 01111

1000 10000

1001 10001

1010 10010

1011 10011

1100 10100

1101 10101

1110 10110

1111 10111
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ConclusionConclusion

LGE will work with industries to come up with the LGE will work with industries to come up with the 
most amicable solution for ESN exhaustion problem most amicable solution for ESN exhaustion problem 
in every aspects including the chipset/handset/infra in every aspects including the chipset/handset/infra 
structure modificationsstructure modifications
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